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	Applying AutoCAD 2010 has been updated to accompany the new version of the AutoCAD software, which includes some useful features for both 3D modeling and 2D documentation. Some of these features include:


	3D Mesh Modeling --- A 3D mesh is a new type of object that can be reshaped by pushing or pulling on its surface. The object can be converted to a 3D solid.


	2D Parametric Design --- Geometric constraints between 2D objects are now available, which means it is possible to force lines to be parallel or perpendicular to one another. Dimensional constraints allow control of a dimension based on a rule or a formula.


	In addition, the text reflects changes to the user interface, which has been redesigned to make some of the options more interactive and context-sensitive.


	The book retains its easy to follow step-by-step format.
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Nanoscale Applications for Information and Energy Systems (Nanostructure Science and Technology)Springer, 2012

	Nanoscale Applications for Information and Energy Systems presents nanotechnology fundamentals and applications in the  key research areas of information technology (electronics and photonics) and alternative (solar) energy: plasmonics, photovoltaics, transparent conducting electrodes, silicon electroplating, and resistive...
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Spatial Simulation: Exploring Pattern and ProcessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A ground-up approach to explaining dynamic spatial modelling for an interdisciplinary audience.


	Across broad areas of the environmental and social sciences, simulation models are  an important way to study systems inaccessible to scientific experimental and observational methods, and also an essential complement to...
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Behind Closed Doors: Secrets of Great Management (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2005
Great management is difficult to see as it occurs. It's possible to see the results of great management, but it's not easy to see how managers achieve those results. Great management happens in one-on-one meetings and with other managers---all in private.  It's hard to learn management by example when you can't see it.
  You can learn to be a...
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Models in Spatial Analysis (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2007


	This book offers a relatively large overview of modeling families which exist in

	spatial analysis and of the different mindsets that went into them. Models presented are

	related to space organization principles, localization logic, the form of spatial

	interactions1 and their role in space dynamics. The expertise of the authors is...
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Supplement to Inside the Microsoft Build Engine: Using MSBuild and Team Foundation BuildMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Get the supplement that helps you drill even further into MSBuild—and maximize your control over the software build and deployment process. Designed as a companion to the popular book Inside the Microsoft Build Engine: Using MSBuild and Team Foundation Build, Second Edition, this supplement extends your knowledge by covering...
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Teach Yourself TrigonometryMcGraw-Hill, 2003

	Teach Yourself Trigonometry has been substantially revised and

	rewritten to take account of modern needs and recent developments in the subject.





	It is anticipated that every reader will have access to a scientific

	calculator which has sines, cosines and tangents, and their

	inverses. It is also important that the...
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